The word privilege is often over used, however, it’s what
springs to mind when I consider over four decades of
playing with the ISB. The people I have played alongside,
the music I have played, places I have been, people I have
met, recordings I have been part of and the occasions and
events I have been associated with.
I can only touch the surface regarding people I am grateful
to, and who are deserving of my thanks for years of
encouragement and support, some long before I became
part of the ISB.
My Salvationist parents, who encouraged me along
with many people at my home Salvation Army Corps in
Scotland. I WITH
am always
grateful
to my early day
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leaders and musician colleagues who set an example of
high standards in making music.

Derick Kane

I think of Bandmaster Ray Bowes, who took the brave
decision of putting this young euphonium player, who
arrived on the overnight bus from Scotland in 1976, as his
Principal Euphonium player and soloist. His musicality
and regard for precision along with expression has never
left those of us who played under his direction.
Following a few years under Bandmaster Robert Redhead,
who in many ways changed audience perception of the
band in a constructive and innovative way, Bandmaster

Stephen Cobb in 1994, made it clear that
the band was to take the good of the past
and blend it into a future that would see
the ISB reaching new audiences and
promoting new music and striving for
excellence, as others had done, but with a
renewed musical mantra and spirit.
Derick with Lt-Col. Ray Bowes

I have to thank Stephen for his support and
faith in me as a player. He is responsible in
many ways for my longevity and approach
At the Chris Evans Breakfast Show, BBC Radioto
2 playing. Knowing my playing so well,
he always knew when and where I could
improve elements of my playing. I thank
him for the demands he made on me as a
player, and the more than occasional ‘we
need a new solo’! We have shared hundreds
of musical memories together and in some
way created moments for thousands of
Derick with Dr Stephen Cobb
others to enjoy, whether on the concert
platform, tour, or CD recordings.
My thanks to all my ISB colleagues over
the years for their friendship, serious
and fun times in many places in many
countries sharing the ‘band’ experience
together.
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DERICK KANE
Derick Kane was born into a Salvation
Army family in Scotland and spent his
formative years at the Hamilton Temple
Corps. Influenced by local leaders he
was soon to find his musical destiny as
a euphonium player in the junior band
and senior band. His early solo career
included a scholarship to the famous
Salvation Army Star Lake Music Camp
in the USA, at the age of 16.
In 1976, his ISB career began when
he joined the Band as Principal
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Derick Kane Solo Album (published with
solo book and backing tracks) and Forte.
Derick has also served the band as
Deputy Bandmaster since 2000. He
has played in some of the great concert
halls with the ISB, including performing
as a soloist at the Royal Albert Hall on
several occasions. As a soloist, Derick
has visited many countries including
USA, Canada, Australia, Brazil, and
many European cities. He has also
worked as a guest conductor, clinician,
and soloist for many SA summer music
camps leading and tutoring brass and
choral
groups,
and has
been
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THE MUSIC JOURNEY

Trinity College, London, and a Bachelor of Music degree from King’s College,
London, where his studies included Performance, Composition and Music History.
I was amazed to discover that I had
50 or more titles recorded with the
ISB, including 27 premières! So the
challenge of choosing a few for a
compilation was indeed, daunting.
It was a matter of creating a balance
of music, and a reflection of my span
of time in the band. Some titles are
favourites, some personal, and some
recognising composers and conductors.
There is an acknowledgment to
my three ISB conductors and some
composers who have written specially
for me over the years. However, they
only serve as a small representation of
many others who have contributed to
the SA euphonium repertoire.
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Journey into Peace gives the soloist and
listener a devotional perspective with
contrasting musical language outlining
the turmoil often encountered on the
road to peace.
Always proud of my Scottish heritage,
it’s no surprise that some folk melodies
made their way to solo material. Annie
Laurie with its SA associated lyrics
‘The dearest name to me’ was one of
three solos written for me by David
Catherwood.
The other Scottish tribute Scottish Folk
Variants was written for the never to
be forgotten ISB 120 event at the Royal
Albert Hall in 2011. Master arranger
Stephen Bulla was invited to write
for this occasion. I simply sent him a
recording of the tunes I wanted, and
he duly obliged with a great solo for a
great occasion.
A major recording project undertaken
by Bandmaster Robert Redhead
was the double CD Blazon, featuring
music from different eras. The solo

In Christ Alone arranged by Richard
Phillips on request reflects the
powerful lyrics of this popular
contemporary song.

My association with Peter Graham goes back some
time (both our fathers played in the same SA band at
Hamilton). So it’s appropriate that Peter has two solos
featured on my list. Canaan’s Land (a suggested pun
on ‘Kane’!) was written for and premiered by the ISB.
Bravura started life as a quartet featured at a gala
concert at the Royal Albert Hall (played by myself,
David Childs, David Thornton and Steven Mead). This
solo version later came to the ISB and subsequently has
become popular with other soloists and bands.
The solo When He Cometh, written for a Steven Mead
recording project, came into ISB use following a
conversation I had with the composer Howard Evans
enquiring about its availability. Howard sent me the
music and it became part of ISB Sunday morning
worship music for some time.
The solo That’s the Spirit! (originally written for
Stephen Kane) brings us to 2018, and a recording
project featuring the music of General John Larsson. I
was thrilled to represent the music of ‘Larsson’ on this
recording, and will always remember him being there
at the recording session.
Hoping you share and enjoy this representation of my
ISB journey!
Derick Kane
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Trinity College, London, and a Bachelor of Music degree from King’s College,
London, where his studies included Performance, Composition and Music History.
I was amazed to discover that I had
50 or more titles recorded with the
ISB, including 27 premières! So the
challenge of choosing a few for a
compilation was indeed, daunting.
It was a matter of creating a balance
of music, and a reflection of my span
of time in the band. Some titles are
favourites, some personal, and some
recognising composers and conductors.
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my three ISB conductors and some
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Track 1, 4, 7-14 conducted by Bandmaster Dr Stephen Cobb
Track 2, 3, 6 conducted by Bandmaster Ray Bowes
Track 5 conducted by Bandmaster Robert Redhead

